Energy-Guru’s CEO Geetanjali Patil Choori awarded prestigious
Hind Rattan award for extraordinary mission
For Immediate Release (India): New Delhi, January 25, 2012:

Geetanjali Patil Choori, CEO of EnergyGuru® was awarded prestigious Hind Rattan
2012 in a ceremony in New Delhi on January 25, 2012.
Energy Guru founder and CEO, Geetanjali Patil Choori received a prestigious award Hind Rattan for
her contributions to India as an NRI, entrepreneurship and extra ordinary achievements and
excellence in the clean energy field.
Hind Rattan Award which is given annually to very few select persons by Semi Government NRI
Welfare Association of India to prominent Indian Origin persons who have made significant
contribution in improving relations between India and the country where they presently live.
“Hind Rattan Award” for his outstanding services, achievements and contributions, was given in
New Delhi on the eve of India’s Republic Day i.e. on 25th January 2012 at the 31st International
Congress of NRIs.
To make a larger positive impact on the society, Geetanjali left her comfortable director job from
one of top financial services firm in USA and took the bold step of starting a business in fledgling
clean and renewable energy industry.
After receiving BE and M.Tech in Engineering in Electronics and Industrial Drives from India,
Geetanjali went to US and worked in several well known Fortune 500 companies. She also did
advance management program at ISB. However, her heart was always in starting a socially
responsible business that would help in progress of the society through technology advancements
and generate jobs. She embarked on an arduous task of running a business while world economy
was going through the Great Recession. Through creativity, drive, passion and positive thinking,
she continues to contribute to the society.
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Geetanjali Patil Choori leads Energy Guru® a US based global clean energy hub and advisory
services firm, is assisting many top Solar Power developers, commercial, industrial organizations in
India, with their upcoming utility scale Solar CSP & PV power plant projects, including assistance on
raising debt financing and technology collaboration for the projects. Energy Guru® has an
ecosystem of top global players including developers, suppliers and financiers in clean energy field
assisting over 800MW Solar PV and Solar CSP/Solar Thermal power project developers. Also
Energy Guru is working closely with international financing sources to bring in attractive financing
for some of utility scale Solar projects.
To its credit, Energy Guru was instrumental in obtaining the first international financing for a utility
scales Solar Thermal project in India. The team provided consulting services to project finance loan
application and analytical services. This project will generate jobs in both India and the US.
Energy Guru also assists in clean energy projects like roof-top solar, small-wind hybrid systems,
solar water heaters and biogas systems.
For additional information please contact Energy Guru team at contact@energy-guru.com.

